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What is the EDEH?

A 3-year project of the European Commission, funded by the Erasmus+ programme (2021-2027) and operated by a consortium of 13 organisations under a service contract with the European Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA) to serve as:

1. A collaborative Community of Practice (CoP)
   - working groups, online discussion space...

2. Knowledge-sharing and mapping EU tool
   - Publications, knowledge-building activities...

3. A platform to accelerate innovation in digital education
   - Design-thinking workshops, Accelerator programme

Key features
➢ Officially launched in June 2022
➢ Cross-sectoral coverage & regional diversity across Europe and beyond
EDEH Consortium Members

#DigitalEducationHub
Main Activities of the Hub

- Workshops and Workgroups
- Clinics and Mentorships
- Reading Corner
- Knowledge Building Webinars
- Teachers as Researchers
- Accelerator Programme
- Design Thinking
- HE Inter-operability
- Community of Practice
The Community of Practice is hosted on Microsoft Teams with different thematic channels.

Link to General channel

#DigitalEducationHub
Welcome to European Digital Education Hub!

INTRODUCTION

You have entered EDEH - European Digital Education Hub, the open online collaborative community for digital education stakeholders in Europe and beyond. Have fun browsing the community homepage!
Key achievements after one year

• **3900+ Hub members** from **90+ countries**, representing **200+ institutions**, and all **5 sectors** of education


• 40+ webinars and workshops
• Mentor-Mentee Partnerships
• 6 Community Workshops

• **6 Accelerator Teams** developed their **education solutions**
• 9 working prototypes created
• **30+ research-based papers** published
Upcoming Hub Events

Regularly:

- Onboarding meetings (“virtual coffee breaks” for new Hub members)
- Animation activities (informal & asynchronous discussion between Hub members)
- Peer-Learning, Mentoring, and Online Clinics

Monthly:

- Knowledge Building Activities + Teachers as Researchers Workshops
- Mentorship Programme
- Squad 7 on Sustainability in Digital Education and Training
- Squad 8 on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
- Design-Thinking Workshop with HE Interoperability Workgroup
- Community Workshop on Digital Education and Sustainability in Paris
- Squad 9 on Hybrid Learning Spaces
- Squad 10 on Safety and Security in Digital Education
- Next Application Round: Accelerator Programme
- Community Workshop in Brussels
Interested in learning more about EDEH?

Join now!

Link
Thank you for your attention
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